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2LATIS

Abstract: The in-vehicular networked control system is among the most critical embedded processes. The controller area
network (CAN) has prevailed intra-vehicle communication for decades. Meanwhile, requirements of future transportation
systems are expected to emphasise the in-vehicle communication complexity, which endangers the reliability/safety of the
intelligent navigation. At first, this study reviews the recent solutions proposed to overcome the CAN expanding complexity.
Challenges that tomorrow's intelligent vehicles may raise for CAN reliability are investigated. The comprehensive coverage of
current research efforts to remove the impact of these challenges is presented. Further, the in-vehicle system reliability of future
automated vehicles is also related to the fault diagnosis performances. Hence, different classes of system-level diagnosis
strategies are compared relatively to the requirements of automotive embedded networks. Furthermore, to thoroughly cover
CAN reliability engineering issues, focus is given to the automotive validation techniques. The hardware in the loop, real-time
analysis and computer-aided-design tools intervene in various phases along the in-vehicular network life cycle. Parameters that
stand behind the efficiency and accuracy of these techniques in validating the new generation of vehicles are analysed. The
authors finally draw some deductive predictions about the future directions related to the reliability of the intelligent
transportation system in-vehicular communication.

1

Introduction

Over time, science has modified the composition of technological
processes to take advantage of more powerful functionalities [1].
Migrating from simple architecture to massive modular
architecture has led to the emergence of networked control systems
(NCSs) [2]. Up to now, with respect to their deep complexity,
several aspects in NCSs have remained under study [3]. Latest
advances and theoretical issues related to NCSs, as modelling,
sampling, detecting failure and optimising computational
performances were reviewed in [4, 5]. In particular, in-vehicular
NCSs (IVNCSs) are probably the most critical networks. The need
for enhancing mobility has kept the automotive preoccupations at
the top of industrial and research community interests. For this
reason, the upgrade of the vehicular structure from assembled
mechanical entities to its contemporary sophisticated disposition
has been rapid.
At the present time, modern automotive embedded networks
exhibit boundless proofs of complexity. Since more functionalities
are incorporated into today's vehicles, the number of electronic
control units (ECUs) is continuously and systematically increasing.
Another evidence of IVNCS complexity resides in the tight
interaction between software (SW) functions and hardware (HW)
components [6]. Especially for the intelligent vehicles, the IVNCS
outgrowth is accentuated due to the arising attitudes to enhance the
vehicle inter-connectivity with its environment [7, 8]. The evasive
integration of sensing tools brings additional complications. To
acquire the appropriate understanding of the environment,
algorithms with demanding computational resources have been
utilised [9, 10]. The main purpose from the extra inter-connectivity
of the vehicle and its neighbourhood is to raise autonomy [11].
Within this scope, modern cars and intelligent transportation
systems are equipped with a large range of critical safety
applications. Such applications assist the driver while prohibiting
undesired accidents. Adaptive cruise control, advanced drive
assistant systems, pedestrian detection and driver distraction
detection are samples of these safety-oriented mechanisms [12].
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Aside from their complicated nature, these processes impose
material constraints and resource availability problems.
Communication delays and errors in data transmission are
destructive for these applications and the navigation safety [13,
14].
In a way or another, all the stated shapes of complexity have a
direct negative impact on the IVNCS operation. Consequently,
improving the IVNCS capacities and reliability becomes a priority.
To be on the safe side and take measures about its growing
complexity, the collaboration between industry and academia has
set out precautions for assuring IVNCS reliability. Architectures of
HW and SW parts as well as techniques that verify their perfect
integration have been introduced [15]. Testing/model checking
techniques have been prescribed to monitor automotive operating
systems, which are the bottom line of IVNCS control SW [16].
HW/SW certification frameworks have been developed to tackle
IVNCS cost-aware design [17]. The establishment of data stream
management systems has guaranteed a reliable message exchange
inside IVNCSs [18]. Classical diagnosis approaches have been
evolved to fit automotive embedded systems [19]. These
accomplishments have contributed to define universal standards
about: IVNCS design practices, reliability considerations and
onboard diagnosis deployment [20].
This work addresses the IVNCS controversial reliability and
figures out its complexity reflections on tomorrow's transportation
system safety. As a coordinator between abundant interconnected
entities, our methodology consists in focalising our research about
the controller area network (CAN). This latter has been a de facto
standard for the in-vehicular communication over the last decades.
The relation between CAN reliability and the future transportation
systems requirements and performances is studied. The most part
of existing surveys concentrate on separated issues as CAN
security, CAN latency behaviour and so on. However, CAN
reliability is tightly related to a set of overlapping aspects. We
profit from our exclusive interest in the CAN to more closely and
comprehensively study and examine IVNCS practical reliability
engineering issues. The on-board automotive diagnosis efficiency
1

Fig. 1 Typical IVNCS structure

and the quality of the IVNCS/CAN validation techniques are also
discussed since the safety and reliability of the new generation of
intelligent navigation systems depend on these components. The
key contributions of this review lie principally in the subsequent
aspects:
• Based on expected features of tomorrow's vehicles, challenges
that will be raised for CAN reliability are analysed. Solutions
offered by the literature to overcome these challenges are also
inspected. The link between the ongoing attempts in idealising
the CAN and the perspectives related to IVNCS reliability are
highlighted.
• A classification of CAN system-level fault diagnosis practices is
delivered. Thus, a comparison between these classes is
established to assess each category convenience to the IVNCS
diagnosis requirements.
• The tight relation between CAN reliability and several means of
automotive design validation is investigated. Almost, the
hardware in the loop (HIL), real-time analysis (RTA) and
computer-aided-design (CAD) tools are the typical practical and
theoretical concepts used for this reason. A special interest is
given for factors that stand on the accuracy of these means and
their contribution to the increase in CAN reliability during all
the IVNCS life cycle.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the
general concepts that may influence the automotive reliability.
Section 3 reflects challenges and ambitions presented by CAN
researches and its applications for the intelligent navigation.
Section 4 underlines the work related to the CAN system-level
diagnosis. Section 5 provides a precise idea about the HIL
technique and analyses its role in validating CAN-based IVNCSs.
Consequently, CAN timing analysis models are studied in Section
6. Section 7 reveals the capabilities of the available commercial
tools in verifying CAN reliability over the IVNCS life cycle.
Finally, Section 8 depicts discussions and future directions of CAN
reliability engineering practices and their reflections on the
intelligent navigation safety.

2

Preliminaries

Before proceeding further in detailing the reliability concerns of
tomorrow's vehicles, this section highlights the main constituents
from the in-vehicular networks. Accordingly, the reliability issues
will be analysed not only in accordance with CAN features, but
also relatively to all the vehicular composition.
• Cyber physical systems (CPSs): The collaboration between the
control sciences, the HW/SW co-design and the electronic
communication techniques has introduced the concept of CPSs.
CPSs present a set of highly integrated computational units with
physical entities. They are drastically advantageous because of
their aptitudes of processing data acquired from sensors and
2

their smooth control of entities as actuators [21]. CPSs provide a
high autonomy level by overlapping automation, knowledgebased computational algorithms and reliable interaction between
components [22]. Regarding its multidisciplinary nature,
numerous CPS aspects are constantly improved by a significant
number of researchers. For former control systems, the
algorithmic design and the implementation phase have been
widely independent. In case of CPSs, the optimal HW/SW
implementation has been largely studied [17]. The CPS
functional correctness, the resource planning, the HW
concurrency and the energy efficient/cost-aware design are other
main aspects, which have been extensively studied in the
literature [23, 24].
• NCSs: Due to their modular and distributed hierarchy, the
automotive embedded CPSs are roughly studied as NCSs. An
NCS is a control process, which includes a high number of CPSs
and a communication protocol to ensure a required feedback
loop between all these CPSs [25].
• ECUs: An ECU is the most elementary computational platform
in the vehicular composition. It serves to control the actuators,
the mechanical parts and the remaining subsystems. Several
functionalities, such as the engine control, the antilock braking
system and the electronic stability program, may be distributed
on various ECUs.
• Communication protocol (CAN): CAN is an advanced eventtriggered communication protocol and a multi-master serial data
bus. Over the last decades, it has dominated the automotive
industry for being cost-effective, reliable and labelled by
resilient arbitration capacities. Full technical details of the CAN
features and its frame format are available in [26].
All of the stated elements are important parts from the on-board
composition of future intelligent navigation systems. For a clearer
idea about the vehicular composition, an example of a CAN-based
IVNCS typical structure is illustrated in Fig. 1. Due to its critical
use-case in the automotive field, it is fundamental to guarantee the
CAN reliability, i.e. the ability to enable the communication
between components as expected and without failure. Definitely,
the tight relation between the CAN/IVNCS reliability and the
vehicle safety is evident. Indeed, the CAN reliability issues may be
classified into three different categories. The first one consists in
the CAN capacities to adapt to the technical changes witnessed in
the automotive embedded systems at the short and long horizon
time. Without an entire compatibility with the new vehicular
technologies, CAN reliability is controversial. In this sense, this
work covers all the requirements of tomorrow's vehicles. Then, the
link between those requirements and reliability is established. For
the second class, focus is given to the management of probable
failures that may menace the IVNCS/CAN in run-time. If these
faults are not mastered, the whole automotive system is neither
reliable nor safe. Therefore, the IVNCS diagnosis nature (modeldriven/data-driven diagnosis etc.), architecture and performances
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should be suitable for the sophisticated automotive composition.
Another important class of CAN reliability issues focuses on the
efficiency of the early phase design practices. In particular,
accurate validation/verification methodologies are essential to
avoid unexpected run-time problems. In this work, the CAN
reliability issues are analysed according to the already detailed
categories. Otherwise, the reliability issues, which are discussed in
this paper are not restricted to CAN. Our study includes all the
concerns related to the IVNCS and its sub-systems. Many of the
discussed points may be easily extended to IVNCSs that are based
on other vehicular communication protocols.

3 Requirements of tomorrow's
related work about CAN reliability

vehicles

and

Since it was introduced by BOSCH, CAN has been subject to a lot
of improvements. In spite of the large interest by this in-vehicular
bus, prospects of recent CAN advances have been rarely
investigated in the literature. In the sequel, the latest attempts in
idealising the CAN will be pinpointed and organised given its
contribution. The light will be focalised on how current research
efforts about CAN reliability will solve problems and
complications entailed by tomorrow's intelligent/autonomous
vehicles.
3.1 CAN electromagnetic immunity
The automotive industry moves towards the full electrification of
transportation means. More and more sensing tools are expected to
be mounted on tomorrow's vehicles. Mostly of an electrical/
electromagnetic nature, sensing tools generate/receive too much of
radiated or conducted electromagnetic disturbances. Thus, the invehicle network is prone to enormous electromagnetic interference
(EMI) [27]. Shielding and filtering have been proposed for this aim
[28]. However, these techniques do not fit all use-cases. Rather,
circuit-level EMI mitigation solutions have been suggested. An
electro-static discharge risk-aware co-packaged technique for CAN
transceivers was discussed in [29]. In [30], the experimental results
proved the efficiency of the CAN transmitter design methodology
in providing low-electromagnetic emissions. Due to their position
as communication bridges, the stated solutions have targeted
transceivers to guarantee the communication EMI immunity.
Differently, more global network-level methods have been
lately studied. CAN EMI immunity has been guaranteed through
applying a specific galvanic isolation technique [31]. Underlined as
a major EMI source, the effects of electrical fast transients (EFTs)
on the CAN were inspected in [32]. Dominant and recessive
immunity analysis of the signal state allowed the characterisation
of electrical setups, which had to be strictly avoided. Respectively,
the study depicted in [33] revealed an original experimental
method in analysing the EFT impacts on the CAN. It showed great
accuracy in measuring EMI-induced error-propagation jitters. In
[34], RF immunity simulation was performed to predict the CAN
behaviour under EMI and facilitate the network immunity analysis.
Obviously, an ongoing effort is carried out to integrate the
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) concerns into the
transportation system safety requirements. More attention is paid
now to the network-level EMC solutions. Thus, not only the CANbus is immunised, but also the overall network.
3.2 CAN payload
For tomorrow's vehicles, the convergence between big data and
artificial intelligence (AI) is inevitable for the decision-making
automation. Intelligent vehicles manipulate a large range of
information to proceed the navigation while guaranteeing safety
[35]. Hence, the CAN is not sufficiently reliable without keeping
the automotive technologies up-to-date with the ‘big data’ trend.
Huge efforts have been lately done to enlarge the CAN-bus
transmission payload. A new concept named CAN-FD (CAN with
flexible data rate) has been recently standardised. It offers a larger
extent for the data field and a higher baudrate. Marcon Zago and
Pignaton de Freitas [36] evaluated the relevance of distinct
optimisation presented by CAN-FD compared to other CAN
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implementations. Aside from CAN-FD, there are too many
academical/industrial CAN modified extensions, which provide a
larger communication payload. For instance, CAN + , TURBO
CAN and CAN XR have proved their good performances in terms
of payload and transfer rate [37–39].
On the other hand, extra data may be assigned to the CAN
frame owing to some compression techniques. 81.06% of the CAN
frame length has been miniaturised via a signal compression
algorithm in [40]. Over-sizing the CAN frame brings a lot of
advantages for tomorrow's vehicles. Heading towards a more
mature in-vehicular communication, Woo et al. [41] profited from
the CAN-FD payload to introduce a sound security strategy for the
network.
3.3 Network-induced imperfections
Modern vehicle IVNCSs include subsystems of different timing
features (powertrain system, steering system etc.). All these
components exchange information via the CAN-bus. CAN
constraints may entail violation of the predefined time-sampling
and non-negligible network-induced imperfections. A missed
packet or packet disorder may lead to discontinuity in the
behaviour of vehicular systems.
To deal with these imperfections, excessive research work has
been tackled about CAN scheduling. ECUs/tasks schedulability has
a great impact on reducing the blocking time of messages [42, 43].
Under certain constraints on the message streams and with a nonpreemptive rate monotonic algorithm, Park and Piao [44]
drastically exceeded the normal CAN utilisation bound. In [45],
models for the network and the delay-sensitive components were
involved in a control synchronisation policy. It takes into account
data packet-related problems via Lyapunov stability criterion-based
scheduling. Particular methods are currently under study to boost
the scheduling of multi-core ECUs [46]. To make scheduling open
to some particular cases, the work of Schmidt [47] handled a
situation where a message instance is followed by the transmission
of additional CAN frames. Alternatively, several informationfusion-based IVNCS delay-compensation approaches have been
reviewed in [48]. Unlike the conventional event-triggering CAN
communication, the network imperfections have been avoided by a
pipeline device with a deterministic data transmission [49]. Delaydependent proportional–integral control has been developed for the
CAN [50]. Another part from the literature has relied on CANbased coordination control to overcome network-induced
imperfections. Dedicated CAN-bus simulation was carried in [51]
to validate robustness against CAN-induced delays. A
compensation method, proposed in [52], guaranteed the IVNCS
asymptotic stability through a closed-loop delayed state-process.
The study in [53] used state-feedback control with mixed linearquadratic and H∞ regulators.
Clearly, checking timing features of components has become an
essential design step due to its direct relation with CAN reliability.
3.4 CAN-frame encoding schema
Technically speaking, the length of CAN frame is variable due to
the bit stuffing. In case of the transmission of five homogenous
bits, an opposite polarity complementary bit is inserted to prohibit
error occurrence [26]. Nonetheless, the bit stuffing increases the
exchanged data length. The longer the message content, the higher
the network-induced delay. As already discussed, the reliability of
CAN-protocol as well as of tomorrow's transportation systems are
directly linked to real-time constraints. Accordingly, the ‘zero stuff
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) bit’ has been introduced to prevent
the stuff bits occurrence in the CRC field [54]. A similar concept to
cut-off with the dependency relating the message content and its
transmission jitter could be found in [55]. It has suggested a freejitter payload-encoding schema, namely 8B9B. Later, in-depth
analyses of the 8B9B were the start point to introduce the
‘variable-length high-performance code for CAN’ (VHCC) [56].
During experimentation, the VHCC has shown exceptional results
in solving the variability in the CAN frame length.

3

Fig. 2 IVNCS architecture
(a) Central gateway-based architecture, (b) Backbone-based architecture [66]

For a long time, the non-determinism in the CAN frame length
was assumed to be a CAN major weakness [26]. Formerly, when
synchronisation is extremely required for a given in-vehicular
application, protocols as FlexRay were used instead of CAN [57].
With an invariable frame length, CAN might meet strict real-time
constraints and maintain its leadership in the automotive field.
3.5 CAN topology
Due to the bus-topology, only a single ECU can allocate the CAN
to transmit messages. Since nodes may wait for several periods for
the bus allocation, an inter-node dependency and communication
delays are invoked. Such an issue is hazardous for future
automotive technologies, where real-time constraints are crucial.
Hence, innovative reasoning tends to migrate CAN from the bus to
a star topology. Gessner et al. [58] utilised a pair of coupled hubs
to obtain a star structure. Compared to the conventional topology, a
quantitative evaluation of profits entailed by the star disposition
was conducted by virtue of a stochastic model in [59]. In addition,
a CAN star-based fault injector was presented in [60]. As a result,
the star-physical disposition accelerated the different diagnosis
interventions.
One of the star topology advantages is assuring a wider range of
network design choices. An important implication of this concern
lies in the security aspect. It is difficult to apply hacking activities
when the targeted vehicle has an unpredictable network topology.
3.6 CAN error-handling mechanism
With respect to the safety-critical context, future intelligent
vehicles are sensitive to erroneous data exchange. IT can lead the
control units to wrong critical decisions. Thus, the CAN reliability
is closely related to its error-handling mechanism efficiency.
Accordingly, the feasibility of boosted or an entirely novel
CAN error-handling processes has been largely discussed in the
literature. For example, through the Poisson law-based model,
Shah et al. [61] considered the impact faults on data-transmission
to introduce a novel CAN error-handling algorithm. Notably, most
of the achieved improvements in CAN error-handling system have
dealt with the message improper redundant transmission. In case of
error occurrence, messages are re-broadcasted until reaching a
successful attempt. Definitely, mechanisms managing erroneous
transmission-induced delays are highly recommended for the timecritical automotive systems. In [62], the over-transmission was
limited by a maximal number of attempts, defined according to the
available bandwidth. Similarly, the work presented in [63]
approximated the retransmission bandwidth based on the statistical
history of the message transmission.
3.7 CAN-based heterogeneous NCS
Future transportation means will include more systems of different
specifications. Certainly, the CAN cannot fit all these system
requirements. Thus, flexibility in the design of IVNCSs is essential
for the automotive reliability. To convene distinct advantages of
multiple protocols, e.g. LIN, FlexRay and Ethernet, heterogeneous
4

networks have been lately designed [64]. For instance, the FlexCAN architecture was regarded in [65] as advantageous to
reinforce the CAN with high FlexRay determinism. Gateway
components are indispensable to utilise several communication
protocols side-by-side with the CAN [66]. Correspondingly, two
kinds of possible architecture of futuristic in-vehicle networks have
been defined. The central gateway-based architecture uses a unique
gateway to coordinate between coexisting IVNCSs. Conversely, in
the backbone-based architecture, gateways connect the primary
network to a set of subnetworks. Fig. 2 highlights both types of
architecture and points out expected networks to cooperate with the
CAN in the future. Otherwise, the heterogeneous NCS may
configure the in-vehicle network into a desired topology. This
important issue is discussed in Section 3.5.
Integrating the CAN into larger networks covers also the offboard level. The wired-wireless networking ensures the vehicle
inter-connectivity with its environment. CAN compatibility with
Intranet and ISA100.11a, which are cost-effective communication
protocols for standard applications, was studied in [67, 68].
Therefore, the obtained co-networks will be handful in assuring
simpler and more reliable: infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V), vehicleto-infrastructure and vehicle-to-vehicle communication. Currently,
this kind of communication is complex and passes through multiple
steps. Specific components to act as interface and adapt received/
transmitted data to the IVNCS are required [69]. Thanks to the offboard heterogonous communication, the vehicle externconnectivity would be simpler and more reliable. Additionally, a
wireless extension of CAN, called WCAN, has been already
proposed to ensure non-automotive applications [70]. Now,
problems as the improper data-exchange in case of a high-scalable
WCAN network are still under study. Even so, this new WCAN
conveys huge perspectives to the automotive area. Due to its
harmonious features with the native protocol, WCAN chances in
succeeding and predominating the I2V communication are strong.
Likewise, the compatibility between heterogeneous IVNCSs with
wireless sensor networks is expected to reduce wiring [71].
3.8 CAN security level
Making CAN robust against malicious practices is on the heart of
the modern automotive involvements. Especially for future cars,
anxiety about CAN system security has been increased recently.
Due to advancements in vehicle connectivity, remotely-performed
attacks have been applied [72]. Formerly, such attacks are practiced
only through vehicle diagnostic and maintenance connectors.
Several attacks proof-of-concepts, tested on real vehicles, have
demonstrated CAN vulnerability to forbidden physical accesses
[73].
Hence, attack scenarios have to be analysed and discussed
according to the main security aspects, which are confidentiality,
integrity and availability. First, it is crucial to make the vehicular
communication at the top of confidentiality. After gaining access to
the bus, hackers can reach the driver's private information. These
spoofing activities are often provoked by a fake node, which stalls
a normal node identifier [74]. Although data must not be modified
by unauthorised members, the fake node broadcasts strange
messages and threatens the data integrity. More influencing attacks
destroy the system availability. When the bus-load attains 100%
due to replay attacks, the whole network dysfunction is
unavoidable [75].
Encryption, cryptographic and authentication are widely
adopted solutions for security [76]. Integrity is also ensured by
firewall systems that compare packets content with the exchangeddata history [77]. In fact, the stated algorithmic solutions, as
authentication and cryptography, struggle to compromise between
the communication load and their practical utility. An increase in
the required memory size and the processing time is entailed. To
overstep these limitations, hierarchical countermeasures have been
developed. The network segmentation limits the ability of fake
nodes to attack critical-safety ECUs. However, it complicates the
in-vehicular design with more constraints [78].
Several intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are employed to
detect attacks at an early stage [79]. Compared to other methods,
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Design phase failures: Failures entailed from wrong decisions
taken at the design and the implementation phases.
Linking failures: It consists of intermittent or permanent loss of
electrical connection. These failures have distinct impacts on the
network operation relatively to its location (at the backbone cable,
at the drop cable or at the ECU connecter etc.).
ECUs failures: Formal electronic failures, which threat the
computational and functional aptitudes of each node from the
network.
Hence, Fig. 3 enumerates common sources of failure assigned to
the stated classes. At the best of the authors’ knowledge, the CAN
system-level diagnosis work has never been comprehensively
reviewed by the literature. The remaining of this section oversees
and classifies the existent work to discuss each diagnosis category
benefits and drawbacks. The feasibility and relevance of the
investigated approaches for future transportation systems are
examined.
4.1 Physical-based diagnosis
Fig. 3 Common CAN failure sources

IDSs are characterised by low computational demands and do not
require changes in the standard CAN. A first class of IDSs is based
on observing and analysing the exchanged data via the CAN [80].
Various data-driven approaches have been utilised in this context
[81]. Nevertheless, accessing CAN packets to provide IDSs is
costly and unreliable. As an alternative, physical-based IDSs have
been introduced. The electrical behaviour of CAN nodes has been
characterised for this aim [82]. Malicious attacks have been
recognised through the noticed deviation in the ECUs timing
properties and the abnormal increase in the bus load [83].
As a matter of fact, a large part of the mentioned improvements
are expected to be standardised. CAN-FD is already appended to
the CAN standard ISO 11898. Researches have upraised
expectations about a more potent, effective, robust and secure
CAN. In a way or another, the CAN is under amelioration to meet
future transportation system requirements. It will heavily
contribute to turn ambitions about full reliable vehicles into reality.

4

CAN system-level diagnosis

The in-road safety will not be met without the design of faultaware intelligent vehicles. In the run time, faults may lead to an
entire loss of the vehicle control. To ensure safety/reliability,
efficient diagnosis functions have to be deployed over the CAN.
The current section highlights recent contributions in enhancing the
CAN-bus reliability through fault detection methods. Interest is
only given to the network-level (system-level) diagnosis, i.e. global
techniques targeting the overall CAN-based system (bus, nodes,
sensors, actuator etc.). For further details about the node/device
level, exhaustive overviews on different diagnosis approaches can
be found in [84–86]. Readers have also to attentively distinguish
between CAN-bus error handling mechanisms and methods that we
are investigating herein. The error handling routines, built in CAN,
have the responsibility of detecting erroneous data transmission.
However, the system-level diagnosis addresses integrally all the
functional and correctness aspects of the CAN-based process.
Initially, recognising the origins of CAN failure helps to better
understand the system-level diagnosis aims and challenges. The
authors in [32, 60, 62, 87] drew attention to several fault sources.
In particular, Suwatthikul et al. [88] classified these sources into
peripheral (wiring and connecters faults) and internal (ECUs
faults). Needless to say, admitting only these two bunches of
methods ignores other sources. To present a rigorous idea about
this point, we admit a more comprehensive classification:
EMIs failures: When external/internal electromagnetic noises
propagate through the network, it could affect the components
integrated circuits. In several cases, these disturbances can damage
or abort the ECUs functioning.
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Material-based solutions have been widely proposed to ensure
diagnosis for the CAN. These approaches may be applied by
supplying CAN with specific HW units dedicated for the diagnosis
mission. In this way, diagnosis tasks are implemented on routers,
hubs, gateways or simply on ordinary ECUs. The authors in [89,
90] have realised a router-based physical fault detection
groundwork for CAN to enhance its safety relevant aspect. With a
prior comprehension of the CAN node behaviour, routers have
been programmed to isolate faults [90]. In the proposal of Gessner
et al. [60], a diagnosis tool infrastructure afforded a spatial and
time increased resolution for injecting node fault scenarios. A
CAN-hub has enabled not only the entire controllability for fault
injection, but also a high observability of node reactions against
anomalies.
Alternatively, component duplication can also be adopted to
guarantee an appropriate network behaviour. Gessner et al. [58]
equipped all the CAN nodes with a couple of controllers to
overcome the Byzantine failures for CAN redundant nodes. A
comparator circuit was charged to trigger alerts once a difference
was detected in controller outputs. In an attempt to avoid its high
cost, Nath et al. [87] limited the material redundancy application to
critical CAN nodes.
Without any modelling efforts or design struggle, the physicalbased diagnosis is appreciated as quite simple and fully reliable.
Aside from being expensive, there is little shortcoming to be
considered when applying this methodology for an in-vehicular
network. Undoubtedly, the additional material, imposed by the
physical-diagnosis, emphasises the automotive complexity. Thus, it
is crucial to analyse complications coming from adding materials
to the network. Nevertheless, this concept remains efficient in
providing automotive offline diagnosis boards [60, 91]. Notably,
the use of multi-core automotive ECUs rather than single-core ones
in the near future may restore the interest in the material diagnosis
[92]. Indeed, the implementation of redundant diagnosis functions
in different ECU-cores has succeeded CAN fault management [93].
4.2 Model-based diagnosis
Starting from its well-known success in performing device level
failure analysis, the model-driven diagnosis has been extensively
applied for CAN at the network level. Given its position as a link
between nodes and the backbone bus, monitoring CAN
transceivers is a pathway for diagnosing the overall system.
Prodanov et al. [94] elaborated a multi-mode behavioural model
associated to these devices. Both of faulty and nominal operating
conditions were addressed. The comparison between the onlinemeasured data and outputs of the realised model permitted
reporting the network state. Suwatthikul et al. [88] developed a
fuzzy system to pre-diagnose CAN failure. Faults were detected by
analysing the accessible network signals. In this case of study, the
diagnosis process was trained with experimental error frames
generated from different disturbances.
5

Fig. 4 Characteristics covered by investigated system-level diagnosis methods

More recently, an extensive research work has coped with the
CAN intermittent connection (IC) failure via stochastic models. IC
is a frequent source for CAN failure. Overcoming intermittent
faults is not simple for the reason that this failure class is acting
between the extremes of transient and permanent faults. Locating
the damaged part of a cable is an arduous task, especially in
extended networks. A special focus is given to decrease modelling
errors and uncertainty in handling this issue. In [95], real errorframes were collected to construct an IC-failure predictive model.
Afterwards, the maximal likelihood method was practiced
recursively to estimate the model parameters. The recursion
improved the IC fault detection quality by putting constraints on
the error rate assigned to the estimated parameters. In [96], a
stochastic model was utilised to formulate a CAN reliability
metric, named MTTB (mean time to bus-off). In similar work, the
stochastic properties, extracted from the transmission error
contours, were a bridge to assess CAN reliability [97]. The greatest
part from the IC detection work exploited the physical-layer data,
which were not reliable and sensitive to interference. Zhang et al.
[98] analysed error records in the link-layer data. Notwithstanding
handling the IC problems under global interference, these methods
are dedicated to deal with the wiring failure. Obviously, the invehicular communication requires a more holistic diagnosis. A
recent modelling approach has focused on characterising the
message-induced sequences instead of message content since the
creation of message series is usually triggered by a particular event
[99]. It is worth mentioning that the authors in [95–98] provide
interesting comparison between stochastically estimated temporal
distribution of error records and experimentally derived results.
Evidently, the model-driven approaches have presented many
drawbacks as a network-level diagnosis strategy. Modelling the
network multi-functional modes is a bit laborious. Intelligibly,
CAN network designers have inevitably to alleviate the modelling
imperfections and its misuse cases to reach a trustworthy onboard
diagnosis. Even with passively extracting the stochastic features of
the network, CAN model-driven diagnosis has costs. The real-time
acquisition of error-frames through special devices is expensive
and unreliable. Moreover, the probabilistic and/or heuristic nature
of the existent models implies huge uncertainty in the diagnosis.
4.3 Cycle detection diagnosis (CDD)
A great part of the research community has shown its interest in
developing cycle detection algorithms to settle diagnosis policies
for CAN. These techniques rely on the mutual diffusion of periodic
messages to detect failures by providing feedbacks about node
states. When a feedback is not received in a definite time from a
node, it is considered as damaged. Nath et al. [87] aimed to reduce
the number of detection cycles performed by CDD. Nodes judged
as fault-free are exonerated from checking in the next cycle. An
approach permitting the reentry of repaired nodes into the network
was proposed in [100]. The number of checking rounds was
bounded and faulty nodes were rapidly distinguished.
Ideally, the CDD approaches are deterministic and reliable, as
they are quick, uncomplicated and trustworthy. However, CAN
timing detection approaches may increase the bus load. Hence, the
stated algorithms usually eliminate (definitely or temporary) the
6

non-responding nodes from the network. Since a node downfall
may engender the shutdown of other nodes and possibly the whole
system failure, the CDD approaches do not fit the automotive
context, thus partially being applied only for a well-defined set of
ECUs.
4.4 Latency and bus-traffic control-based diagnosis
As already stated, the great amount of interchanged data endangers
todays’ CAN-based automotive system reliability. High
transmission rates may slow down or affect the overall system. The
authors of [101–103] were pioneer researches dealing with CAN
message transmission delays through concrete use-cases. However,
due to its criticality, the risk of violating timing constraints when
delivering a diagnosis message is much higher. The quick reaction
against menaces is an elemental diagnosis requirement [84]. Little
diagnosis work has been carried out to handle the CAN huge datatraffic and its induced latency. A first class of research has tried to
diminish the CAN traffic to avoid its hazardous impact on failure
management. Zhihong et al. [104] adopted a constrained
communication concept for the CAN, where nodes were prohibited
to successively re-broadcast the same values. Under this
assumption, the rest of nodes consider that these values are still
valid. CAN overloaded-bus side effects have been overcome by the
deployment of decentralised on-board diagnosis in [105]. Instead
of broadcasting diagnosis messages with normal operating data, all
diagnosis reports were received by the ECU supervisor to make a
global diagnosis decision. Notably, readers can find valuable and
detailed experimental results of the concreate application of the
bus-traffic control-based diagnosis in [105]. At this level, an
important question arises concerning this tendency in controlling
the bus traffic. Can these methods face the pervasive ‘big data’
trend and the growing complexity of automotive systems?
Indeed, the nature of many diagnosis methods emphasises this
issue. For instance, data-driven diagnosis must always deal with
massive data [106]. Restricting the data amounts addressed to a
node that operates data-driven fault detection will damage the
diagnosis quality. A more plausible work compromising between
the CAN traffic and the diagnosis reliability was reported in [107].
It rectified latencies by implementing a synchronisation clock on
the network.
Most of the examined studies in this section and references
cited therein include a very rich comparative analysis based on
experimental, analytical and extensive simulation work.
Deductions derived from this interesting literature are exploited in
this paper to present more comprehensive comparison. Underneath
the above undertaken debate and the inspected literature, the
comparison results between the reviewed CAN system-level
diagnosis approaches are illustrated in Fig. 4. More importantly,
aspects considered in the depicted comparison (complexity,
accuracy, cost etc.) are the most crucial requirements of the invehicular diagnosis for modern vehicles. Obviously, none of the
methods seems to be fully infallible. The CCD is more efficient
than the remaining methods with respect to most requirements.
However, it increases the bus load. The physical-based diagnosis is
extremely quick and accurate. Despite its high cost, it may be
useful in monitoring CAN segments ensuring communication
IET Intell. Transp. Syst.
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Fig. 5 CAN-based HIL layout

between sub-systems of safety-critical nature such as the risk
management units, where rapid reactions against faults are crucial.
To decrease its complexity, to avoid wasting time in modelling and
to guarantee satisfactory performances in terms of accuracy, it is
judicious to limit the model-based diagnosis application to CANbased sub-systems of linear and simple behaviours. Opposite to the
physical-based diagnosis, the bus-traffic control-based diagnosis is
very slow and inaccurate. It should be only applied when the data
traffic load is too much important. Therefore, the CAN systemlevel diagnosis policy must be well-tailored regarding the
particularity of a given process. Especially for automotive
embedded systems including several CAN-segments, different
system-level diagnosis approaches can be joined simultaneously
according to each segment feature.

5

Hardware in the loop

The HIL is a pervasive-applicability design and validation
methodology. It provides testing capacities, which fit the new
generation of distributed systems [108]. It plays also the role of a
substitute for offline model-based simulations. Applying a modeldriven approach for testing is difficult and unrealistic, especially
when dealing with a multi-mode operational system [109]. Models
are powerless in reproducing an over-changing system behaviour.
Concerning the automotive sector, the HIL applications are
unrestricted for CAN and cover all the in-vehicular networks [110,
111]. However, preoccupying the market-first position has helped
to shape a considerable literature for HILs equipped with CANbus. The remaining of this section investigates the HIL basis and
what it offers to IVNCS designers for intelligent vehicles. Elements
defining the CAN-based HIL test quality with respect to its
construction costs are analysed. Note that only HILs with CAN-bus
backbone are investigated below.
The HIL consists in verifying prototypes at the system level
before being interconnected with other nodes. Several executable
code specifications must be checked and tuned before its
deployment. In this sense, controllers implementation is realised by
upgrading codes from the high-level model code (HLMC) initial
format to a final prototype. Without any need for entire real-vehicle
tests, a careful integration of real ECUs through the simulated
functions takes place. The communication occurs either via a real
physical CAN-bus and/or an emulated one [112]. Hence,
imperative instructions must be followed to build an appropriate
interaction between the HIL subsystems in the time as well as the
value domain. On the electronic level, modules which adapt the
HLMC code to real-time HW/SW execution are badly necessary
[113]. Those modules convert the virtual component code to C/C +
+ which is more adapted to the machine language. With regard to
the above mentioned, Fig. 5 presents the general CAN-based HIL
middleware layout.
The employment of CAN HIL environments for academic goals
is tremendous. Equipping research laboratories by HIL platforms is
a key component in solving and demonstrating various under study
aspects. Such plants discharge researchers from mastering
IET Intell. Transp. Syst.
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complicated verification SW. Otherwise, the HIL testbed can act as
didactic frameworks, which clarify CAN properties and exhibit
automotive reliable practices. In the following, a concise review of
work related to CAN is presented to look-over the HIL facilities.
For safety verification aims, the study depicted in [114] used
the HIL testing method to assess a monitoring unit response-time.
In this proposal, the real CAN-bus implementation was essential to
get a realistic estimation of jitters and message latencies. A HIL
CAN-board served to balance vigorously between the memory
usage, the real-time performances and the accuracy of an energy
management control in [115]. A HIL test provided an extreme
visibility on several parameters to examine the robustness of a
hierarchical transition control between driving modes in [116].
Zhao et al. [117] applied a HIL experiment where the manipulation
of the time-span guaranteed a broader observability for parameters
during the launching process. For accurate prototyping, the HIL
established in [113] has assumed a prior knowledge of the error
bounds in parameters. Similarly, the HIL performances accuracy
was enhanced in [118] via proceeding filtering/signal calibration
for noisy data acquisition systems. The HIL has recently become a
tool to ensure vehicle automation. Driver-in-the-loop simulation
has been realised to proceed the training phase for an intelligent/
autonomous navigation approach while investigating safety-related
issues [119]. As it can be seen from the literature, the HIL opens
vast possibilities as:
•
•
•
•

easy development/validation of control and diagnosis functions
calibrating and exploring results of different configurations
revealing real-time data analysis and run-time properties
optimising automotive functions by results issued from various
performance-cost tests (in terms of memory, energy
consumption etc.).

Another line of work that must be attentively inspected is the use
of CAN-based HILs for industrial large-scale purposes.
Unfortunately, this latter is scarcely studied by the literature for
confidentiality reasons. Indeed, a HIL is a fundamental step in the
V-mode process, which regulates the vehicle development life
cycle. Plenty of CAN-HIL testbeds have been delivered by
automotive manufacturers. For instance, the battery management
central unit is a commercial advanced HIL simulator, which is
equipped with a configurable CAN [120]. Unlike its utility in
verifying the network design, the HIL was applied successfully in
monitoring an automotive manufacturing process in [121]. Huge
efforts have been made to model real driving environments and
outline component test plans. Compared with the academic usecase, an extra effort is spent in developing CAN-HILs for high
volume production territories. This struggle arises from the
challenge to attain the required fidelity level.
Oppositely to its general use-cases, the HIL reliability and
accuracy in validating intelligent transportation systems must be
guaranteed. At this point, it is judicious to explore factors ruling
the HIL reliability and its development cost through several
comparative studies. Comparing between the HIL test and the
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performances of the HIL simulated sensing devices. Besides, these
models permit to test the robustness of the perception subsystems
against general problems such as shadowing and occlusion.
Despite its accurate testing capacities, the HIL is a timedemanding and expensive approach. It is also restricted for final
design steps. At this stage, the HW layers of the intelligent vehicle
embedded system are almost fixed. The most significant barrier for
a wider application for the HIL in the automotive industry is the
inaccuracy entailed by the network high scalability.

6 CAN real-time analysis

Fig. 6 HIL test requirements and costs (scheme inspired from [11])

conventional simulation results was the most significant
contribution hailed from [122]. Even though both results were very
close, dissimilarities were noticed during fast transients in the
vehicle behaviour. In [123], adopting the HIL to compare two
oscillation damping methods enabled considering the CAN
sampling-time influence on tests. This step led to refined
comparison results. A more rigorous benchmarking study was
exhibited in [124]. Improved simulation was the main cause to
reach a difference of 1% between the HIL and Simulink
performances during the design of a vehicular component. By
admitting results from a professional simulator as a reference, the
impact of adding a brake model into the HIL plant was inspected in
[125]. After this component integration, the error range in the
estimation of energy consumption performances was drastically
decreased from 11.6 to 0.6%. On the basis of the above
comparative analysis provided in [122–125], where more rich
numerical results are available, the CAN-based HIL accuracy is
tightly linked to simulation quality. As illustrated in Fig. 6,
involving the overall subsystems and integrating all the intervening
parameters into the model-based simulations is the key to a highfidelity CAN-based HIL. This conclusion is not restricted for the
ECU simulations and holds true for all the simulated parts. It must
be noted that limited performances of the simulated sensors and
actuators can lead to improper results.
In return to the actuator models, the HIL prototypes may be
classified into simple and complex testbeds [126]. Simple
prototypes incorporate elementary excitation units and models of
low dynamics, where only linear control theories are applied. To
have a deeper insight of their responses, the complex prototypes
utilise more sophisticated non-linear models of the actuation
systems [127]. These models consider also the effects of coupling
between electrostatic forces, the inertia properties, the friction and
so on. [128]. A part from the dynamic properties, the actuator
electrical aspects must be well examined to reach a satisfactory
testbed performance [129]. In realistic circumstances, the actuation
systems are prone to various disturbances, parameter variation and
electrical noises. The stability of the simulated actuators must be
analysed to avoid undesired system behaviour. Serious electrovibration issues can originate from the actuators instability [130].
Consequently, real threats of wiring failure may affect the CANbased HIL testbeds. Beside stability and delay analysis, it is
strongly recommended to adopt actuator responses produced by a
wide range of potential configurations to improve the HIL
experimentations accuracy. Another efficient technique to meet
accuracy is comparing the simulated responses with experimental
results in both time and frequency domains.
Similarly, the electrical behaviour of the simulated sensors and
inter-vehicular communication is tremendously important.
Evidently, the accuracy of the CAN-bus HIL systems is closely
related to the virtual sensors performances. In reality, several
factors as the humidity or temperature variation can influence the
sensing devices sensitivity. Correspondingly, the non-linearity, the
hysteresis effect, the luminosity or the temperature-dependent
behaviour are the most decisive aspects when modelling sensors
[131]. Likewise, the use of environmental models (such as road
and weather condition models) serves to ensure realistic
8

This section is devoted to review CAN real-time analysis. Roughly,
RTA models are analytical concepts derived from real-time theories
addressing rugged-embedded systems [132]. RTA assesses a givensystem ability to react appropriately to events in a pre-defined
duration and to meet hard deadlines. The need for real-time
analysis has been emphasised by the data proliferation, which is
imposed by tomorrow's vehicles. Especially when it targets the invehicular communication, end-to-end analysis must encompass all
the system timing properties. Correspondingly, RTA examines
imperatively data flows, event processing and timing dependencies
[133]. The seminal work of Tindell was the first known
formalisation of basic CAN analysis [134]. By time, several
theories have been suggested to advance RTA for the CAN. The
RTA models in their latest shapes are built principally around three
central components:
• CAN frame maximum transmission time: It is the largest period
required to transfer a single CAN frame. Generally, this
parameter is recognised directly across the frame payload and
the transmission time of one bit.
• Maximum release jitter: It is the time lying between the message
instance and the beginning of its queuing.
• Queuing delays: They are higher and lower priority messages
queuing block-time during busy CAN periods.
Otherwise, different statistical studies in computing end-to-end
response times have been carried to fill gaps entailed by
unavailable information about CAN configurations [135]. To avoid
pessimistic results of CAN worst-case response times (WCRT), a
constrained probabilistic model-based WCRT estimation was
adopted in [136]. Stochastic models integrated the probability of
erroneous communication and fault occurrence into ordinary RTA
[61, 137]. Similarly, the proposal of Zeng et al. [138] bounded
CAN response time via probability with the consideration of
system-sampling delays.
Since RTA neglects several implementation details, its
algorithms are performed only for a theoretical scope for the design
of CAN-based intelligent navigation systems. Plenty of design
inappropriate assumptions may mislead the timing analysis. It was
demonstrated in [139] that messages would miss their conventional
RTA-based estimated deadlines if failure probabilities were
ignored. ‘Data age constraint’, i.e. maximal time required to data
propagate through multi-rate effect chains, is another example of
inadequacy sources in RTA models [140]. Consequently, questions
about how to refine RTA models would progressively find answers
in the automotive community.
A deeper look at the studied CAN-based system specifications
is the key to estimate confidant timing performances. Besides, RTA
must tackle all potential transmission scenarios. In this sense, the
work of Shuai et al. [141] incorporated Taylor series expansion
into RTA to accurately approximate the network-induced latencies.
Davis et al. [142] formulated adequate RTA algorithms, which
covered networks including nodes of various priority attributes
(FIFO queues, priority queues etc.). The proposal of Mubeen et al.
[143] addressed CAN timing analysis with different message
schedule modes (offset-based schedule and arbitrary jitter
messages). The writers in [144] sought for forecasting responsetime upper-bounds of mixed periodic and sporadic CAN messages.
The authors involved the impact of SW and HW limitations in their
models. The response time of gateways was explored in [65] to
outline end-to-end delays of heterogeneous networks including the
IET Intell. Transp. Syst.
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Fig. 7 CAN real-time analysis main components

CAN. Moreover, the role of ‘component local analysis’ in
anticipating correct message transmission time was focused on.
The WCRT of a message processing in an automotive gateway
with multi-core architecture has been recently studied in [145].
From this sight, Fig. 7 illustrates CAN analysis requirements and
main components.
Despite struggles in improving RTA models, its exactness is
still a vast controversial issue. Many environmental factors as
humidity or high temperature arbitrary influence the automotive
embedded-system functioning. From this perspective, RTA
findings remain a useful information support, which can prevent
early wrong steps in the design of intelligent automotive systems.
However, it cannot play as a final validation tool. One potential
solution to make RTA adequate for automotive intelligent system
reliability analysis reposes on confidence intervals. This solution
has proven its efficiency in enhancing results of formal verification
SW. Seemingly, RTA may benefit from this accuracy concept to
consider quantitative and qualitative uncertainties.

7

CAN computer-aided design tools

Current section reveals how commercial tools act to ensure the
reliability of CAN-based systems. The number of prototyping
frameworks, which assist the design of CAN vehicular networks, is
increasing. Companies, as Vector, Arcticus and Symtavision, are
leaders in developing in-vehicular engineering solutions. To satisfy
customers, these companies work on enlarging their products
application scope by supplying new utilities. Each tool can be
described with respect to its typical use-case. Network simulation,
testing prototypes, data logging and managing the network
architecture are the main tasks of the promoted tools. More
notably, several tools can actually perform aftermarket
performance analysis. Tools providing in-field data acquisition and
analysis facilitate CAN maintenance and repair procedures [146].
Another functionality, which is expected to be incorporated soon in
these tools, is to deploy CAN security countermeasures.
According to [147], validation platforms examine CAN
networks along three dimensions: the network load, the
transmission delay and the SW–HW integrity. The average busoccupancy rate, CAN-bus frame conflict tests and delay diagrams
are typical metrics to access the bus features. In view of its high
cost, CAN-proven SW solutions have been occasionally reported in
the literature. Table 1 exploits the few existent studies in this area
to uncover the criteria of several frameworks and their
interventions during the CAN life cycle.
Compared to commercial tools, the open-source CAN CAD is
quite limited. Most free SW is used to communicate with the CAN
in the form of reading and writing. With all its advantages, CAN
CAD tools have diverse drawbacks. Such SW requires a
considerable experience to master complex development
environments. The varied analysis provided by these products is
established according to confidential assumptions. In this respect,
IET Intell. Transp. Syst.
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CAN networks implemented in intelligent transportation systems
and which are designed with an unfamiliar electronic hierarchy or a
new task schedule cannot be validated properly by such tools with
the required confidence.
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Conclusion and future directions

In this work, we have surveyed several aspects related to CAN
reliability in the automotive domain. Currently, transportation
systems are evolving towards fulfilling the dream of autonomous
vehicles, which are predicted to be a very interleaving and complex
process. At the same time, CAN reliability engineering practices
must evolve regularly and CAN growing complexity needs to be
followed attentively. Indeed, there is an absolute coupling of CAN
reliability with future transportation system safety. Several safetyoriented mechanisms are implemented over the CAN in modern
cars. These mechanisms perform critical safety functionalities. A
proper operating of these functionalities is not guaranteed without
ensuring CAN reliability. Enhancements for the CAN, which are
related explicitly to vehicle safety, touch different design issues.
More potent communication is provided to make the CAN support
the huge number of functionalities embedded in its nodes. Another
remarkable aspect from CAN improvements consists in addressing
the timing performances as a priority concern. This directive
reflects the real need to make intelligent automotive systems more
reactive in dealing with failure potentialities. In fact, a stronger link
between CAN reliability and in-road safety is now under
construction. CAN reliability research opens opportunities for
larger-scale implementations. AI-based accident prevention
systems will be soon implemented over CAN. These systems use
data linked to risk-influencing factors (steering wheel angle, brakepedal pressure etc.) to perform safe navigation [162, 163].
On the other hand, the automotive diagnosis has already
overstepped the ECU level to act holistically on the system level.
At this level, the high scalability of the automotive network entails
two main difficulties. First, diagnosis must consider CAN-imposed
material constraints like latencies, messages priority arbitration and
so on. Second, since it acts on a wide dimension, multiple
uncertainty sources can enormously weaken the diagnosis
functioning. The diagnosis accuracy becomes vital for the CAN.
Thus, deterministic approaches emerge progressively for this aim.
Changes in CAN verification techniques along the vehicle life
cycle to fit the design requirements of modern intelligent vehicles
have been also manifested in the literature. Again, encountering
uncertainty impacts on reliability engineering practices is the most
urgent object sought by the automotive community. Therefore,
verification approaches, especially RTA and HIL, are moving from
their former theoretical form to enclose more practical issues. CAN
CAD SW has been steadily generalised to all CAN development
phases. Yet, anxiousness about uncertainty impacts remain existent.
The reliability of tomorrow's in-vehicular systems is too critical
because it depends on several overlapping issues. A huge number
9

Table 1 CAN-dedicated design and validation tools
Tool
Company
Use-cases, features and advantages
CANoe

CANalyzer

Saber

SymTA/S

Volcano Network
Architect

Rubus-ICE

RTI CAN
MultiMessage
Blockset

Socket CAN

Wireshark

Vector

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Vector
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Synopsys ●
●
●
Symtavision ●
●
●
Mentor
●
graphics
●
●
Arcticus
●
●
●
●
●
dspace
●
●
●
●
Volkswagen ●
AG
●
●
IXXAT
●
●
●
●

support ECU/entire network simulation and multi-functional analysis at early and final
phases
assist diagnostic function development
permit customised test scenarios design based on physical setups
achieve test-results under multi-format reports (XML, HTML etc.)
outperform HIL-based experimentations and offline/online tests
ensure connection with powerful tools (CANalayzer, Matlab etc.) and database systems
perform CAN-based heterogeneous network analysis
main programming language: CAPL
record and log operational data to realise aftermarket analysis
assure great compatibility with numerous data-acquisition HW platforms
provide automatic interpretation of network data traffic
assist diagnostic development but not include testing services
main programming language: CAPL
supply network analysis, fault analysis and testing at early development phases
support ECU analogic modelling and multi-domain simulation
evaluate power storage and conversion components performances
incorporate wiring features in CAN network analysis
main programming language: MAST and VHDL-AMS
support ECU development and optimisation from early to final manufacturing phases
outperform ECU local analysis (nodes utilisation rate based-RTA)
support various scheduling methods (preemptive/non preemptive methods etc.)
assist networked system early development and test validation
assess vehicle functions performances by implying the network architecture into RTA
support network analysis only for CAN and LIN
provide timing analysis and assist component-based simulation
support periodic, sporadic and mixed end-to-end message transmission analysis
optimise resource utilisation
provide Simulink configurable blocks to develop CAN testing
permit accessing and managing data files from Simulink
guarantee great compatibility with several commercial HILs
perform CAN FD and J1393 analysis
specify gateway block to analyse communication between CAN segments
permit interaction between CAN layers and Linux
include collection of user-space utilities:
enable CAN data queuing and filtering functionalities
facilitate sniffing and reverse engineering applications
Perform CAN bus interfacing and analyse CAN under Linux
enable data capture from real CAN segments
assist reverse engineering and hacking activity to perform attacks proof of concepts
furnish statistical graphical plots for logged data

of realistic testing scenarios and hundreds of millions of miles must
be driven to demonstrate the autonomous vehicle reliability [164,
165]. For the CAN-bus HIL system, its accuracy is closely related
to the simulated part performances. The HIL-simulated part design
must be up-to-date with new aspects imposed by the technological
advancements. Issues as the connectivity and scalability of
wirelessly interconnected sensors must be investigated while
constructing HIL [166, 167]. Likewise, the use of environmental
models (such as road and weather condition models) serves to
ensure realistic performances of HIL-simulated sensing devices.
Clearly, new interdisciplinary research fields are steadily emerging
in the transportation systems/IVNCS community (CPSs, IT
security, scheduling etc.). Consequently, the automotive design is
turning into a constrained multi-aspect-aware design. It is not
feasible without considering security, real-time constraints,
robustness to faults and so on. There is also a clear intention to
unify between all the vehicular validation techniques. It aims to
reach full accuracy in evaluating reliability/safety related issues by
joining all the advantages of these techniques. Recently, a novel
CAN extension, which may perform CAN emulation and real-time
execution, has been introduced [158]. This innovation is promising
10
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in permitting simultaneous co-testing via HIL and CAN CAD
tools.
The evolution in the IVNCS field and CAN reliability
engineering practices has a deep impact on the society. The latter
has taken advantage of the increase in road safety thanks to the
reliable design of CAN-based intelligent navigation systems. The
IVNCS concept with the reliability certification techniques has
offered the possibility of integrating various driver assistance
systems into modern vehicles. However, many hacker attacks and
incidents caused by the vulnerability of INVCSs have raised fears
and created trust gaps on intelligent vehicles [168]. Hence, the
society does not trust yet stand-alone products. As a result, the
present focus on reliability issues must be kept-up and enhanced.
To master all reliability and safety problems resulting from
vehicle automation, uncertainty and failure probabilities must be
included at the decision-making level (to ensure the safe navigation
of the vehicle). The future directions are making the vehicle
isolated control units aware of IVNCS material constraints. Now,
transportation risk management strategies are investigating only inroad hazards. In contrast, vehicular navigation is not safe without
solving issues related to IVNCS capacities in reacting
IET Intell. Transp. Syst.
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appropriately
to
environmental
data.
Intra/in-vehicle
communication latencies may increase in an unpredicted way given
in-road situation criticality. From this scope, risk management
strategies will focus on integrating CAN constraints into the hazard
identification phase [169–171]. Adaptive and apprehensive control
will be the best solution to overcome IVNCS-induced risks and
guarantee the safety of next-generation vehicles.
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